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If you know the basics of C#, you're ready to learn to develop server-side web
applications with ASP.NET Web Forms¦¦and that's where this book comes in:
¢¢Section 1 is a quick-start course in creating your first ASP.NET Web Forms
applications using Visual Studio, with coverage of what HTML5/CSS3 and Bootstrap
are doing on the client side¦¦a course that works both for beginners and for
experienced web developers who are new to ASP.NET ¢¢Section 2 gives you the
skills you need for every web application¦¦like how to use the server controls,
validate user entries, manage state, use master pages, make ASP.NET work with
Bootstrap for responsive layouts, and use friendly URLs ¢¢Section 3 presents the
skills you need for developing database-driven web applications at a professional
level¦¦including how to use SQL data sources, object data sources, and model
binding and the Entity Framework with ASP.NET data controls like GridView,
DetailsView, FormView, and ListView ¢¢Section 4 covers skills that enhance your
professionalism¦¦like how to develop secure web pages, authenticate users with
ASP.NET Identity, send email, control the use of the Back button, and deploy
finished applications ¢¢Section 5 takes you to the next level by showing you how
to use ASP.NET Ajax, how to develop WCF and Web API services, and how ASP.NET
MVC programming differs from Web Forms programming To make it easier for you
to master ASP.NET, you get complete web applications¦¦including the web forms,
the aspx code, and the C# code¦¦that show you how each feature works in context.
(You can download these for free from the Murach website.) You get chapter
exercises that let you practice your new skills. And you get Murach's distinctive
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"paired-pages" format that developers like because it saves both training and
reference time.

Frightened Fred
When the Storm Breaks
To Grace, family has always meant her Ma, her Nana and her cat Paw-Paw, but in
all her school reading books families have a mother and a father, a boy and a girl,
and a dog and a cat. So when Papa invites her to visit him in the Gambia, she
dreams of finding a family straight out of one of her story books. But, when she
arrives, she finds that her father has a new family. She has a little sister and a
baby brother, and even a dog, but the mother is the wrong one she thinks.
Although she has a lovely time, she feels as though there isn't enough of her to go
around and that she can't manage two families. It is her Nana who helps Grace
realise that families are what you make them, just like stories. A warm and
delightful follow-up to the international bestseller and modern classic, Amazing
Grace, this is an important story for all families and children today.

Soldier Training Publication Stp 21-1-Smct Soldier's Manual of
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Common Tasks
The House that Bogle Built: How John Bogle and Vanguard
Reinvented the Mutual Fund Industry
In this day and age, much has been discussed as to what it means ‘to be an Arab’.
However, this enlightening volume seeks instead to invite us deeper into young
Arab–Australian men’s lives as we explore their vocational aspirations and working
experiences within highly racialised and hierarchical industries. Young Migrant
Identities is an in-depth exploration into the lives of Arab–Australian young men
living in Western Sydney with creative career aspirations. Indeed, not only does
Idriss explore how these men develop interests in fields such as music, filmmaking,
and design, but she also examines the multilinear routes that they take to turn
these interests into vocational identities. However, in the local migrant
communities in which these young men live, creative identities are seen to
compromise individual and familial prospects for social mobility, and artistic
interests tend to go unsupported. Thus, this book also strives to offer new insights
about how notions of gender, ethnicity, and social class are experienced because
of these young men’s ‘risky’ career ambitions. A timely volume, Young Migrant
Identities draws together a range of theoretical issues and debates, engaging with
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sociological approaches to race and social class, creative and cultural economies,
and studies on youth. It will particularly appeal to post-graduate students and postdoctoral researchers interested in fields such as Youth Studies, Ethnicity Studies,
Cultural Economy, and Migration Studies.

Knowledge Painfully Acquired
Jiji's extensive understanding of how students think and learn, what they find
difficult, and which elements need to be stressed is integrated in this work. He
employs an organization and methodology derived from his experience and
presents the material in an easy to follow form, using graphical illustrations and
examples for maximum effect. The second, enlarged edition provides the reader
with a thorough introduction to external turbulent flows, written by Glen
Thorncraft. Additional highlights of note: Illustrative examples are used to
demonstrate the application of principles and the construction of solutions,
solutions follow an orderly approach used in all examples, systematic problemsolving methodology emphasizes logical thinking, assumptions, approximations,
application of principles and verification of results. Chapter summaries help
students review the material. Guidelines for solving each problem can be
selectively given to students.
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Heat Convection
A Peculiar Alchemy
Professionals in local and national government and in the private sector frequently
need to draw on Geographical Information Systems (GIS), Remote Sensing (RS)
and Global Positioning Systems (GPS), often in an integrated manner. This manual
shows a hands-on operator how to work across the range of geospatial science and
technology, whether as a user or as a contractor of services employing these
technologies, and without either specialist education or substantial experience.
The manual covers the fundamentals of each of these topical areas, providing the
requisite mathematics, computer science and physics necessary to understand
how the technologies work, assuming some elementary background in calculus
and physics. It also shows how the technologies can be used together and focuses
on their commonalities. A number of applications such as mapping and
environmental modeling are presented, and a website accompanies the book.

50 Concepts for a Critical Phenomenology
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The Leaves of the Tree; Studies in Biography
The Building and Plumbing Inspector Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by
allowing you to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study. It provides
hundreds of questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your
upcoming exam, including but not limited to: inspection procedures and principles;
building construction and rehabilitation; zoning laws and codes; plumbing
practices, materials and tools; written material; and more.

Dead Even
"This manual developed as a condensed revision of the second edition of Nursing
care of the critically ill child"--Preface.

The Snow Lady
Informative and inspiring, the Real Life Guide to Engineering Technician looks in
detail at what it takes to train for, get into and be successful at this hands-on
career. Presented in a lively and informative format, this guide motivates both
school leavers and adults by providing candid but rich advice from people who
work in the industry, as well as practical advice on what qualifications you need to
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succeed. This book details an industry that is often misunderstood by young people
because of lack of information available. It is for anyone considering a career in
engineering specialism, whether it is a job in aerospace that appeals, or technical
work with maintenance and materials. The Real Life Guide to Engineering
Technician allows you to gain every possible insight into the industry in order to
determine whether it's the right career area for you. The book also features a frank
description of the career, including the highs and lows of the job; top tips from
those working within the industry; examples of typical working days; advice on
qualifications, training, work experience and where to look for jobs; guidance on
the skills and strengths needed; a quiz to explore aptitude and relevant skills;
information on the job opportunities available and a list of contacts and resources
for further information. Real Life Guides are practical guides for practical people.
Each guide looks in detail at what it takes to train for, get into and be successful at
a wide range of hands-on careers. Real Life Guides aim to inform and inspire you
by providing comprehensive yet hard-hitting information about what it takes to
succeed in these fields.

Supernatural Stories featuring Voodoo Hell Drums
This introduction to organic chemistry includes the currently controversial issue of
halogenated organic compounds in the environment, and presents the concept of
environmentally benign synthesis, as well as exploring molecular modelling.
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Student Solutions Manual for Linear Algebra with Applications
A gift book which tells all about the person and his life on the basis of the zodiac
sign.

Deer (amendment) (Scotland) Bill (H.L.).
The Cat Who Lost His Purr
The fierce cat devises a clever plan to catch one mouse each day

Building and Plumbing Inspector
This book brings to life the people, debates, conflicts, and creativity that make the
School an exciting and thought-provoking place to study, work, and create.

Engineering Technician
This 16th-century book of reading notes and reflections on philosophy and history
was written by Lo Ch'in-shun, a philosopher of Ming China. This translation includes
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an introduction providing a brief biography of Lo and placing his work in a historical
context.

Manual on the National Budgeting of Scientific and
Technological Activities
This book is written with the sincere conviction that it will convey a message other
than the one we have been led to accept about Biblical and other ancient texts. It
may change your experience in the way you view life and the concept of God and
religion, as well as your relationship with those beliefs. This book is about ancient
principles contained in the Bible and many other documents inscribed long ago,
such as the Nag Hammadi Library and the Dead Sea Scrolls. Words paint mental
pictures that enfold in our minds, and we call this "getting answers." At times, we
take these images as the only truth there is, since we can see or imagine it. We
base this personally conceived truth on what we learn in life. Should we not ask
ourselves: what if all this is based on falsehoods? These mental illustrations - that
we call "thoughts" - are founded solely on what we have seen or read. Most of the
time, we compare them, and in this fashion, we develop personal beliefs according
to our choices. This practice is not specifically reserved for the individual. It
spreads throughout our society, when each and every human experiences the
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sometimes called the "over mind" - now generates large-scale belief systems that,
in time, we have termed as "religion." Entire nations have been known to bond in
the same creed. Even when founded with the best of intentions, these systems
tend to bind us as a group, with one mindset going in one direction, while offering
no other alternatives. In some respects, this direction may not necessarily be the
best or ideal goal toward which we can journey. It does limit us in the centuries-old
matter pertaining to God or the God Head, and it affects our individual experience.
It also influences what we know about the ancient teachers and prophets of long
ago.

A History of Chinese Political Thought
Manual of Geospatial Science and Technology
When the family is away Bootle, the cat, thinks he has lost his purr. He looks all
over for it, and only finds it when he is back in the arms of his owner. This story
beautifully conveys the mutual affection between a child and his pet. One can
almost hear the purr when looking at the last pictures of Bootle relaxing in the
arms of the boy.
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The Invisible Hand
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world),
and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Manual of Pediatric Critical Care
Phenomenology, the philosophical method that seeks to uncover the taken-forgranted presuppositions, habits, and norms that structure everyday experience, is
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increasingly framed by ethical and political concerns. Critical phenomenology
foregrounds experiences of marginalization, oppression, and power in order to
identify and transform common experiences of injustice that render “the familiar”
a site of oppression for many. In Fifty Concepts for a Critical Phenomenology,
leading scholars present fresh readings of classic phenomenological topics and
introduce newer concepts developed by feminist theorists, critical race theorists,
disability theorists, and queer and trans theorists that capture aspects of lived
experience that have traditionally been neglected. By centering historically
marginalized perspectives, the chapters in this book breathe new life into the
phenomenological tradition and reveal its ethical, social, and political promise. This
volume will be an invaluable resource for teaching and research in continental
philosophy; feminist, gender, and sexuality studies; critical race theory; disability
studies; cultural studies; and critical theory more generally.

Minutes from the Blue Route
A serial killer has one obsession . . . Claire Lambert walked into a nightmare on a
rainy night in Washington, D.C. Stumbling upon a killer in the midst of his latest
bloody crime, she ran for her life -- but not before a head injury caused her to lose
her memory, along with her purse and ID. Now a monster knows who Claire is . . .
and where she lives. Waking up in a hospital room the day after being attacked -her mind stripped of all memory of what happened to her -- Claire can only listen
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with horror to the scenario Detective Sean Richter unfolds before her. A law officer
fiercely dedicated to ending the wave of brutal killings that has struck the city,
Sean knows that this brave and beautiful woman holds the key to stopping the
murderer before he can strike again. Claire is the only victim who has seen the
killer's face and lived -- which is why Sean needs her help and will risk everything
to protect her . . . And why a depraved, relentless animal is determined that Claire
Lambert must die.

One to the Wolves
The Student Solutions Manual includes worked-out solutions to all out-of-class
(homework) questions for volumes 1 and 2.

The Girl On The Landing
This publication, Soldier Training Publication STP 21-1-SMCT Soldier's Manual of
Common Tasks: Warrior Skills Level 1 August 2015, contains the individual tasks
that are essential to the Army's ability to win on the modern battlefield. In an
operational environment, regardless of job or individual MOS, each Soldier risks
exposure to hostile actions. This manual contains the warrior skills that Soldiers
must be able to perform to fight, survive, and win in combat. This SMCT gives the
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commander, NCO trainer, first-line supervisor, and individual Soldiers the
information necessary to support integration and sustainment training in their
units. This information allows trainers to plan, prepare, train, evaluate, and monitor
individual training of warrior tasks. Using the appropriate mission-training plan
(MTP), military occupational specialty (MOS)-specific Soldier's training publication
(STP), and this manual helps provide the foundation for an effective unit-training
plan. This manual includes the Army Warrior Training plan for warrior skills level
(SL) 1 and task summaries for SL 1 critical common tasks that support unit wartime
missions. This manual is the only authorized source for these common tasks. Task
summaries in this manual supersede any common tasks appearing in military
occupational specialty (MOS)-specific Soldier manuals. Training support
information, such as reference materials, is also included. Trainers and first-line
supervisors will ensure that SL 1 Soldiers have access to this publication in their
work areas, unit learning centers, and unit libraries. This manual applies to the
Active Army, the Army National Guard/Army National Guard of the United States,
and the U.S. Army Reserve unless otherwise stated.

Grace and Family
"One of the best financial books of 2011." National Post John Bogle’s journey from
financial-industry pioneer to one of its toughest critics Arguably the greatest
shareholder advocate in the history of Wall Steet, John Bogle not only created the
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first index mutual fund but has become the primary voice for change in an industry
plagued by excess and complacency. Bogle stumbled upon mutual funds by
accident in 1949 as a college student at Princeton. In his junior year, he read a
Fortune article about the burgeoning fund industry that sparked his interest, and
he wrote his now famous senior thesis about it. What began as an intellectual
pursuit would turn into Bogle’s life mission. The House That Bogle Built chronicles
the years of Bogle’s development from college whiz kid into a titan of the mutual
fund industry and shareholder advocate—highlighting his creation of the Vanguard
Group and the Vanguard 500 Index Fund and his frequent battles to shake up the
status quo. It takes you through the two decades he spent running Vanguard, until
his forced retirement in 1999, and discloses what he thinks about the fund industry
today. Bogle has always stood out for his extraordinary talents in math, analysis,
management, and investing. But his most noteworthy trait is his most basic: his
humanism in an industry not exactly famous for placing people over profit. It’s
Bogle’s dedication to clients’ interests above all else that has earned him the
reputation as the “conscience” of the investing industry. In his ninth decade of life,
Bogle is remarkably candid about the role he plays at Vanguard today—and about
his opinion of Jack Brennan, his successor. “How do you keep Vanguard a place
where judgment has at least a fighting chance to triumph over process?” he asks.
Skeptical but never defeatist, Bogle maintains a retired-but-active status at the
company, keeping a close watch over those now at the helm of Vanguard. The
House That Bogle Built reveals one of the investing world’s most fascinating and
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complex figures. A dogged advocate of shareholder democracy, he was a selfconfessed “dictator” at Vanguard. A brilliant mathematician, he is more interested
in people than numbers. Fiercely competitive, he bemoans the cut-throat approach
that drives his industry of choice. Always, though, Bogle places the good of the
client before anything else—a practice that has become steadily rarer in his
business. The House That Bogle Built provides an insightful look at the past,
present, and future of one of today’s largest industries, through the eyes of one of
its most influential pioneer.

When Ghosts Speak
Sam loves playing in Trotter Street with her dog Mick and her friend Barney,
despite Mrs Dean's complaining. Mrs Mean, Barney calls her - and that's what he
writes by the snow lady that they build in front of her house on Christmas Eve. But
what if Mrs Dean isn't as cold-hearted as she seems?

A Metaphysical Interpretation of the Bible
A ghost story, a psychological thriller and a tale of love rediscovered, from the
bestselling author of SALMON FISHING IN THE YEMEN. Elizabeth has been married
to Michael for ten years. She has adjusted to a fairly monotonous routine with her
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wealthy, decent but boring husband. Part of this routine involves occasional visits
to Beinn Caorrun, the dank and gloomy house in a Scottish glen that Michael
inherited. There are memories there that Michael will not share with her. But then
Michael begins to change. It starts when he thinks he sees, in a picture, the figure
of a girl on a landing. As he changes, life becomes so much more fun and Elizabeth
sees glimpses of a man she can fall in love with at last. But who - or what - is
changing Michael ?

Student Solutions Manual to Accompany Organic Chemistry
Structural Steel Design, Third Edition is a simple, practical, and concise guide to
structural steel design – using the Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) and
the Allowable Strength Design (ASD) methods -- that equips the reader with the
necessary skills for designing real-world structures. Civil, structural, and
architectural engineering students intending to pursue careers in structural design
and consulting engineering, and practicing structural engineers will find the text
useful because of the holistic, project-based learning approach that bridges the
gap between engineering education and professional practice. The design of each
building component is presented in a way such that the reader can see how each
element fits into the entire building design and construction process. Structural
details and practical example exercises that realistically mirror what obtains in
professional design practice are presented. Features: - Includes updated
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content/example exercises that conform to the current codes (ASCE 7, ANSI/AISC
360-16, and IBC) - Adds coverage to ASD and examples with ASD to parallel those
that are done LRFD - Follows a holistic approach to structural steel design that
considers the design of individual steel framing members in the context of a
complete structure.

Structural Steel Design
THE STORY: MINUTES FROM THE BLUE ROUTE unfolds over the course of one
weekend as a family packs and unpacks their house, trying to consolidate four
lives into one U-Haul truck. While tripping over each other on the way to work,
weddings, picnics, t

Kuan-tzu
Lawyer Sara Tate is in danger of losing her new job with the Manhattan District
Attorney's Office if she doesn't get noticed fast. Smart and tough—a fighter who
makes things happen—she grabs a high-profile burglary case that could make her
career. There are two problems: Sara's husband, Jared, is the attorney for the
defense . . . and she's been warned that if she does not get a conviction, Jared will
be killed. What she doesn't know is that her husband has received a similar threat.
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Unless his client walks, Sara's life is over. Unaware of the stakes on the other side
and forced to keep their secrets from each other, husband and wife become bitter
adversaries, locked in a vicious head-to-head battle in the courtroom and at home.
And there can be no victor in this struggle. No matter who wins . . . someone dies.

Leo
This manual contains completely worked-out solutions for all the odd-numbered
exercises in the text.

Murach's ASP. NET 4. 6 Web Programming with C# 2015
In 1992, Lois Duncan, acclaimed author of fictional suspense novels, wrote a horror
story she could never have imagined writing—a true account of the murder of her
own daughter, Kaitlyn Arquette. Kait, 18, was shot to death as she drove home
from a friend’s house on a Sunday evening in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Police
closed the unsolved case as a “random shooting,” refusing to accept information
that indicated otherwise, although it had all the earmarks of a professional hit.
That first book, WHO KILLED MY DAUGHTER?, was Duncan’s desperate attempt to
motivate informants and prevent the facts of Kait’s story from becoming buried. It
turned out to accomplish much more than that. Duncan’s new book, ONE TO THE
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WOLVES: ON THE TRAIL OF A KILLER, is even more horrifying than its predecessor
as new information poured in, the family ran for their lives, and their original
suspicions turned out to be the tip of an iceberg so immense that Kait, herself,
could not have known how dangerous the information was that she had been
sitting on in order to protect a now-estranged boyfriend. Since Kait didn’t live to
reveal it, her mother now does so in a book so intense and yet so painfully human
that the reader will never forget it. All of the elements of a suspenseful mystery are
here--intrigue, turns and twists, cover-ups, and page-turning action. The sobering
fact is that, this time, the story isn’t fiction.

Young Migrant Identities
This is an excerpt from the 4-volume dictionary of economics, a reference book
which aims to define the subject of economics today. 1300 subject entries in the
complete work cover the broad themes of economic theory. This extract
concentrates on the theory of the invisible hand.

A Cat and Mouse Story
Lights flicker on and off for no good reason. You feel drained and inexplicably
irritable. Your four-year-old is scared to enter her bedroom. Tell these things to
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Mary Ann Winkowski, and she'll tell you that you have a ghost. A happily married,
devout Catholic, suburban mother and full-time paranormal investigator, Mary Ann
Winkowski has been able to see earthbound spirits, spirits that are trapped on
earth and haven't "crossed over," since she was a little girl. Mary Ann works with
these spirits to help them make peace with what keeps them here - whether it be
people they can't let go of or homes they love. In WHEN GHOSTS SPEAK, Mary Ann
will tell the amazing story of growing up with this gift, and will share tips on how to
recognize when you're not alone, and what to do if you are in the presence of a
ghost.

John Doyle Lee: Zealot, Pioneer-builder, Scapegoat
Since Fred the cat comes from a very nervous family, he is frightened of
everything, until he and his cousin Jack encounter three rather large and scary
looking cats and Fred stands his ground, in an amusing and colorful picture book.
Reprint.
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